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A Good Citizen (Unit-1, Lesson-2)

Objectives

By the end of the lesson students will be able to:
a.
Tell about the duties of a good citizen
b.
Tell about the meaning of some new words
c.
Answer mcq questions
d.
Answer open-ended questions

Teaching
aid

a.

Discussion

Vocabulary: Citizen- inhabitants, resident; include- insert, 25
Contain,
incorporate;
practicallyvirtually, min
actually; behaviour- countenance, dealing, conduct findget, obtain, search; divide- distribute, share; expecthope,
anticipate;
noticeableremarkable, noteworthy; possible- probable, Executiverelating to or having the power to put plans or actions into
effect., Legislative-having the power to make laws.
reading the text and answering the questions:
To be a good citizen, you have to prepare yourself to do
good work in society. Well, then how can you prepare
yourself?
First, you need knowledge. today's society is knowledge
based.
Without
having
knowledge
of
modern
science, Technologies including ICT and other necessary
subjects, you will have difficulty living a good life. the
other areas you, you as a citizen, should have knowledge
about are:
 Our country, its constitution, geography and
people

our state it executive and legislative powers

our judicial system
 our government its structures and functions

our history culture tradition literature moral values
and religions

our socio economic activities and educational
system
Second, you need skills to do things. Knowledge Is Not
Enough. you must be able to apply your knowledge to do
things practically.
Finally, knowing and doing things will bring about a
change in your behaviour towards others.This behavioural
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Remarks

change will show your attitude towards others, that is, it
will show how you think and feel about a person or thing.
let's take an example. suppose you, as a student, need to
know about group work in the classroom. so you ask
yourself or your teacher or anyone else, what is group
work? or or you may find about it in a book. in this way
lumino or you may have the knowledge about group
work. to do group work, the class has to be divided into
groups. Each group is to do some tasks given by the
teacher or in the textbook. the group members will discuss
and share ideas and points, and finally one member will
write the answers.
then you start working in groups. In each group you take
turn discussing points and answering questions. in this
way you can actually do the task. your teacher may monitor
and help you to do the work.
Lastly, through regular group work it is expected that there
will be noticeable changes in your behaviour. possible
changes are:
 You will develop the skill of speaking freely in
English with your classmates and teachers

your shyness will gradually disappear

you will develop the attitude of helping and
cooperating with each other

you will learn to behave in a democratic way
most importantly, this behavioral changes taking place in
you inside the classroom will be carried over outside the
classroom in real life situations.
1. Choose the correct answer from the following
alternative.
i) which of the following statement is true about
behavioural change?
a.
Behavioural changeCan be shown through pair
work
b.
behavioural change can be shown through group
work
c.
behavioural change can be shown through
individual work
d.
behavioural change can be shown through teachers
work
ii) what does the word noticeable in the passage refer to?
a.
Ignoble b) remarkable c) markedly d) obviously
iii) you should have knowledge about------.
a.
the geography of your country
b.
the judicial system of your country
c.
your government
d.
all of the above
iv) group work changes mans---a.
Need b) necessity c) wants d) behaviour
v) everybody should learn to behave in a or an------ way

a.

scientific b) independent c) political d) normal

answer : i) b ii) b iii) d iv) d v) b
2. answer the following questions:
a.
how can you lead a good life ?
b.
what is meant by behavioural change ?
c.
what should you know to be a good citizen ?
Answer a) I can lead a good life by knowing modern
Sciences Technologies including ICT and other necessary
subjects.
b) behavioural change is meant showing attitudes towards
others, that is, it will show how I think and feel about a
person or a thing.
c) To be a good citizen I should know many things. they
are about our country, e its constitution, geography and
people, legislative powers, judicial systems, government
and its structures and functions, history, culture,
traditions, literatures, moral values and religion, socio
economic activities and educational system.
Evaluation

Choose the best answer
a.
knowledge of Science and technology is essential for
leading a ---------life
i) Ordinary ii) normal iii) simple iv) good
b. ------ changes one's behaviour towards others.
i) knowing ii) knowing and doing things iii) doing
things iv) wapking
c. The word knowledge mentioned in the passage means
i) prudence ii) wisdom iii) sagacity iv) Experience
d. what are the results of group work?

10
min

Home work

Write five points on the benefits of group work. what are the
procedures of group work ?

4 min
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